
THE ROYAL WEDDING… from a foodie’s point of view 
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There will be flowers, people, horses, spectators, a white dress, journalists, a parade, 

photographers, dancing and festivities – probably not quite in that order and doubtless with many 

other aspects – but what of THE CAKE?   

The traditional British wedding cake is a rich, dark fruit 

cake.  Kate and William have not deviated from that 

national custom, and have indeed ordered a tiered fruit 

cake from a Leicester company.  The cake will, according 

to its baker,  be a recipe that is similar to cakes already 

marketed by the company, but with a slightly different 

twist, especially for the wedding.  Not only will the actual 

fruit cake be original, but it will be decorated with a 

multitude of  flowers.  This is what Miss Middleton has 

requested; she has even taught the baker and her team of 

decorators all about the old, and somewhat forgotten 

tradition of communicating through flowers.    

And what of the Cake decoration?  

There will be roses, daffodils, thistles, and shamrocks, all fashioned 

by hand in either marzipan or fondant, and each representing (rather 

obviously) England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.  But beyond 

this geographical and national representation, each flower also has a 

symbolic meaning – the bridal rose (which presumably will be white) 

stands for happiness, the daffodil is said to represent chivalry,  or 

respect, the thistle is to remind one of Nobility;  and the shamrock?  

Well, it is hardly a flower... But there will also be acorns symbolizing 

strength, and endurance, lilies of the valley meaning sweetness and 

humility – the list goes on and on.   Should  you have difficulty 

communicating with words (as did many a Victorian) you can consult 

various meanings of flowers through the  link above!  All that will 

remain after that is for you to procure the appropriate flora ! 

Fiona Cairns, owner and founder of 

the company that is to make the 

Royal Cake, says of her cake-making  

habits that she has “quite a modern 

style of decorating, but it’s quite 

traditional as well and quite delicate”. 


